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A compact frequency-shijt carrier telegraph system is described which pro-

vides channels in the voice range and above the voice. The channel ter-

minal unit incorporates arrangements for handling TWX supervisory sig-

nals and employs no electro-magnetic relays.

INTRODUCTION

Most short Bell System telegraph circuits, particularly those in the

less-densely populated areas of the country, have customarily been

operated over direct-current facilities obtained by compositing or sim-

plexing physical telephone circuits. Many of these extend from a tele-

graph repeater in a central office to another arranged as a subscriber set

and mounted in the knee-well of the customer's teletypewriter table.

Thus, for example, circuits are extended to Teletypewriter Exchange

Service (TWX) subscribers located far from the switchboard. The TWX
facilities are arranged to handle supervision as well as transmission.

The form of supervision is identical to that obtained when local facihties

are employed and hence uniform operating procedures are obtained at

TWX switchboards for all subscriber stations without regard to their

geographical location.

During and immediately following World War II, the growth of the

Bell System's telegraph business resulted in some shortage of dc

facilities. It was foreseen that this shortage would be rapidly intensi-

fied by the use of new short-haul carrier telephone systems, such as

type Nl,' in pro\'idiiig telephone circuits without adding physical con-

ductors. Moreover, many of the existing direct-current facilities would

be absorbed to meet signaling needs for the rapid expansion of tele-

phone toll dialing. It therefore became evident that carrier telegraph

methods must be adopted for relatively short hauls in fringe areas.

The existing 40C1 voice-fretiuency carrier telegraph system ' was
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designed for application in large groups at telegraph central offices and
for trunk-service operation o\er toll telephone circuits emploj-ing stand-

ard levels. It has proved very economical in this field. However, the

very features which make for economy in large installations (such as

amplitude modulation, common carrier supply and testing eciuipment,

and standardized operating conditions) cause this equipment to be

costly when it is applied a few channels at a time in outlying offices;

these may not be equipped with either telegraph battery supplies or

telegraph boards. Moreover, the 40CI equipment, being a carrier-on-

for-mark and carrier-off-for-space system, does not lend itself to the

provision of TWX toll subscriber line supervision identical to that of

local stations without the addition of rather complex and expensive

super\'isory appUque circuits. Where TWX supervision is involved these

supervisory circuits are required to generate and recognize supervisory

signal patterns capable of being distinguished from ti'ansmission space

signals and communication breaks, whicli are long space signals.

Conseciuently, it was decided to develop a new carrier telegraph

system especially aimed at the needs of fringe areas. One of the problems

to which much thought was given concerned the choice between ampli-

tude-modulation and freciuency-shift operation. A frequency-shift sys-

tem provides some reduction in the effect of noise and other interference

on transmission and it is also less affected by rapid level changes. Al-

though these advantages were attractive, it was not clear that they were

sufficient to justify the added complexity and cost entailed by the

adoption of this type of transmission, in view of the quiet and stable cir-

cuits encountered in the Bell System plant. What finally swanig the bal-

ance to a freciuency-shift system was its advantage in handling TWX
supervisory signals. With transmission accomplished by shifting the car-

rier frequency, supervisory signals could be sent by tin-ning the carrier

on and off. A cheap and simple circuit might then be used to distinguish

between transmission and supervision.

From the foregoing discussion it will be evident that during the twelve

years since the 40C1 system was developed the needs of the Bell System

have changed. Fortunately, the designer's art has concurrently made
great strides in making available new miniature apparatus and elec-

tronic techniques such as haxe been exploited so successfully in the

143A type electronic telegraph regenerative repeater, the V3 telephone

repeater" and the X-1 carrier telephone system. As a result, the

channel tenninal of the new 43A1 carrier telegraph system, being small,

inexpensive, self-contained and all-electronic with no electro-mechanical
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relays, is almost ideally suited to the needs of the smaller central offices

and TWX stations.

FREQUENCY ALLOCATIONS

The 43A1 system provides two groups of channel-frequency alloca-

tions, as follows;

a—A three-chiinnel high-frequency allocation, using frequencies be-

tween the upper edge of the voice-frequency band and the lower edge of

the type-C carrier telephone band. This allocation is primarily for opera-

tion on open-wire hues but can also be operated on cable circuits where

the loading provides a suitably high cut-off.

b—A voice-frequency allocation capable of providing six channels

on two-wire circuits or twelve channels on four-wire circuits. The chan-

nels of this allocation are for operation over telephone speech channels

on any of the standard facilities, including broad-band carrier and cable

or open-wire physical circuits.

The present frequency allocations are shown in Fig. 1. The voice-

frequency system is based on twelve nominal midband frequencies

spaced 170 cycles apart from 595 cycles to 2635 cycles, omitting 1615

cycles. The carrier frequency is shifted ±35 cycles about midband, and

either the higher or the lower frequency may be used for marking sig-
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nals. The high-frequency system is based on six midband frequencies

spaced from 200 to 240 cycles apart. The frequency shift ranges from

dz40 cycles in the lowest channel to ±50 cycles in the liighest. These

wider spacings and shifts were adopted to ease the problem of designing

inexpensive filters and oscillators for the higher frequencies.

Channel 1 of the high-frequency system employs adjacent frequency

assigmnents for the two directions of transmission. The lower frequency

path employs a downward sliift for marking signals and the higher-

frequency path an upwartl shift for marking signals. In lialf-duplex

operation this minimizes intei-ference from the strong signals at the

transmitter output to the weak signals at the receiver input. The steady

marking frequency, which is being sent against the flow of traffic, is

shifted a.\va.y from the band o\-er which the message is passing.

CHANNEL TERMINAL CIRCUIT

Sending Circuit

The sending portion of tlie channel teiminal circuit is shown in the

upper part of Fig. 2. When the teletypewriter sending contacts open

the loop to send a spacing signal, the sending triode is cut off. When the

contacts close the loop to send a marking signal, the grid is made positive

with respect to the cathode, the tube conducts and the potential at the

plate is decreased. A varistor bridge modulator is connected between

this plate and a source of potential ha^ing a value lying midway be-

tween the marking and spacing plate potentials. Thus, the potential

applied across the modulatoi' during marking signals is opposite in

polarity to that applied during spacing signals. When the voltage across

the varistor bridge is in the conducting fhrection, the varistors provide a

low impedance path to alternating currents. Thus additional capacitance

i.s coupled to the oscillafoi- tank circuit and the oscillator operates at

the lower of its two signal frequencies. AVhen the voltage across the

bridge is in the non-conducting direction, the varistors are biased to a

high-impedance portion of their characteristic, the capacitor is effec-

tively disconnected from the tank circuit and the oscillator operates

at its higher signal freciuency.

The reversing switch in the driving circuit of the modulator permits

either the higher or the lower frequency to be used for marking signals.

The oscillator output power is adjusted by the send level poten-

tiometer and passed through a buffer amplifier and a band pass filter

to the send bus and line.

The filter is an impedance transfoi-ming structure which contains a
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downward transformation (7500:600) from the impedance of the buffer

amplifier to that of the line so that no amplifier output transformer

is required.

Either unity-ratio line coils or a hybrid coil may be used to connect

the unbalanced sending and receiving filters to a balanced line. The
hybrid coil is used with a two-wire line when the send and receive

frequencies occupy adjacent bands.

Receiving Circuit

The receiving circuit, sho\\ai in the lower part of Fig. 2, is equipped

with a filter which selects a narrow band of frequencies centered about

the mark and space fretiuencies of the channel to be received. The

receiving band filter has characteristics similar to those of the sending

filter, except that it has a greater discrimination against unwanted fre-

quencies and provides an upward transformation (000:140,000) from

the line impedance to a value suitable for driving the grid of the first

amplifier stage.

The frequency-loss characteristics of a typical receiving filter used in

the voice band and of the corresponding sending filter are given in Fig. 3.

The carrier signals selected by the receiving filter are passed through

a three stage amplifier limiter. Most of the limiting action is provided by

the third stage; the first and .second stages act as amplifiers only for

weak signals but hmit strong signals. An adjustment for receiving gain
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is provided between the first and second stages. With the rec gain

control at maximum the third stage is driven to fuU output when the

input to the receiving filter is greater than about —50 dbm*. Where it

is not necessary to detect the presence or absence of carrier for super-

vision as described below, the control is generally set for maximmn gain.

The limiter output is passed through a frequency discriminator con-

sisting of two anti-resonant cii'cuits in series, tuned so that one has a

parallel resonance at the low frequency edge and the other at the high

frequency edge of the channel band. The voltages appearing across the

anti-resonant circuits are rectified separately by germanium varistor

diodes and the resultant d-c output voltages are added algebraically,

filtered and applied to the control grids of the output tubes.

Since at noi-mal receiving levels the limiter removes all magnitude

variations, the output from the discriminator detector circuit is depend-

ent in magnitude and sign only on the signaling frequency. A negative

voltage from the detector causes cut-off of the amplifier tubes and a

positive voltage causes plate current to flow. A switch between the

discriminator and the detector provides means for reversing the out-

put connections of the discriminator so that a positive voltage from

the detector can be obtained with either the higher or the lower sig-

naling frequency. Fig. 4 shows the dc voltage output versus frequency

characteristic obtained with a typical discriminator.
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The low pass filter between the detector aud last stage serves to

remove carrier ripple and to decrease the effects of noise and other inter-

ference having demodulated frequency components greater than about

40 cps, which is slightly higher than the "dotting" frequency of 100-

word per minute signals. In order to prevent a change in the tuning of

the discriminator when the reversing switch is operated, a balanced

low-pass filter structure mthout mutual mductance is employed. This

presents high and nearly equal impedances to ground from the positive

and negative sides of the detector circuit.

Nearly all the \'oltage gain of the receiver appears ahead of the

detector. Since the detector output voltage applied to the grids of the

beam power tetrodes is high enough to give an approximately square

signal wave shape in the loop, no intermediate stage of dc amplification

is needed following the detector. For unbiased signal reception, the de-

modulated signals should be centered on the grid characteristic of the

receiving tubes; that is, the marking and spacing voltages applied to

the grid circuit should be symmetrical about a potential a few volts

negative with respect to the recei\'ing tube cathodes. To obviate the need

for a voltage source negative with respect to the cathodes, the signals

are prebiased by unbalancing the detector so that the mean of the mark
and space output voltages from the low pass filter is about —5 volts.

Further adjustment of the mean signal value may be made by means of

the REC BIAS potentiometer to compensate for bias of signals received

from the line due to deviations in the mark and space frequencies from

their theoretical values or to other causes originating at the sending

terminal of the telegraph circuit as well as for bias due to discrepancies

in the discriminator network or to differences between mark and space

levels.

These arrangements permit great freedom in the assignment of loop

battery voltages. The cathodes of the final stage may be fixed at — 130-

volt, — 48-volt or ground potential and the plates operated from ground,

-|-48-volt or -f 130-volt potential. The remainder of the circuit may be

powered by +130-volt battery for the plates and — 24-volt battery for

the heaters of the tubes, regardless of the loop conditions.

By means of the reversing smtch mentioned above, current may be

caused to flow in the loop during the reception of the higher or the lower

frequency. Thus not only can various frequency allocations be accom-

modated, but the local circuit may be operated neutral (current for mark)

or inverse neutral (no current for mark).

One tube is used in the final stage for 20 ma or 30 ma loop current,

and two for 60 ma loop current.
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Supervisory Circuit

When the channel is used m TWX service as a toll subscriber Une,

the subscriber calls the operator to initiate a call by closing the power

smtch on his teletypewTiter. This connects power to the teletypewriter

motor, closes the transmission cii'cuit to the teletypewriter and applies

plate battery voltage to the transmitting oscillator in the chamiel ter-

minal, resulting in the transmission of carrier current over the line.

At the distant (switchboard) terminal the receipt of carrier current

energizes a supervisory signal receiving circuit which is responsive to

carrier-on and carrier-off conditions in the receive band. In this circuit,

carrier voltage appearing at the plate of the limiter tube is rectified

and applied to the grid of the supervisoiy triode. The operation of a

relay in the plate circuit of this tube causes a Une lamp at the switch-

board to light.

A disconnect sigiial is sent by the subscriber at the end of a call by

opening the teletypewriter power switch. This removes the oscillator

plate voltage. At the central office, the receipt of the resulting no-carrier

signal de-energizes the supervisory receiving circuit and causes the super-

visory lamp in the operator's cord circuit to light steadily. To recall

the operator dming a call the subscriber opens and recloses his power

switch. This causes the cord lamp at the switchboard to flash.

An RC circuit slows the rise of current in the supervisory receiving

tube to guard against false operation of the switchboard line lamp due

to noise impulses during the carrier-off, that is, the idle condition.

DC Circuits

On the dc side of the channel terminal, provision is made for optional

wiring arrangements to connect to the circuits of the various telegraph

test boards, service boards and TWX switchboards, as well as to local

teletypewriter loops, using telegraph voltages of either 130 or 48 volts.

In offices where a negative 130-volt battery is not provided, operation

with a single positive 130-volt battery is possible.

The loop connections are made to an electi'onic circuit in the channel

terminal which is similar to that employed in a recently-developed

electronic loop repeater used in telegraph offices and which possesses

several interesting featm-es. Fig. 5 compares the a<^tion of this circuit,

in transmitting toward the subscriber station, ^vith that of more con-

ventional arrangements:

(a) shows a conventional open-and-close cirt;uit and the wave shapes

which it produces at the central office end and at the far end of a capaci-
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tativc loop. As is well known, the asymmetrical wave shape causes

positive signal bias.

(b) shows ail "effective polar" circuit along with the wa\'e shapes it

delivers. This is the circuit conventionally used to drive subscriber loops.

It presents a constant low impedance to the loop and might therefore

be considered a "close-and-close" circuit.

(c) shows the electronic loop circuit. The driving tetrodes are operated

in their high-impedance region, above the knee of the plate-current

plate-voltage curve. They deliver a highly symmetrical rectangular

wave to the loop and little or no bias results. This circuit presents a

nearly constant high impedance to the loop and might be considered

an "open-and-open" circuit.

Although the rectangular wave is inferior to a peaked wave in that

less average power is deli^'^ered for the same \'alues of steady-state cur-

rent and voltage, it provides entirely acceptable transmission for 19-

gauge cable loops up to about 20 to 25 miles in length. Inasmuch as 80

volts potential is absorbed in the electron tube plate circuits, this is

almost the maximum length over which 62.5 ma can be supplied when
loop battery of 2(i0 volts is used.

CURRENT AT
(0

CURRENT AT
(Z)

^
(a) "OPEN AND CLOSE" CIRCUIT

(2)n

:-)

ZC JC (b) "close and close" CIRCUIT

y V

^ (C) "open and open" CIRCUIT

Fig. 5—Explanation of electronic loop circuit.
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During open-and-close transmission by the subscriber, the high im-

pedance termination of the loop at the tetrode plate circuits causes the

current at the central office end of the loop to change very slowly—too

slowly for good transmission at teletypewriter speeds. However, the

voltage wave is very w^ell shaped, and this is what is used to drive the

grid of the transmitting tube. One noteworthy fact is that the bias of

the signals repeated from loop to line is nearly independent of loop length

;

consequently no inductive wave shaping is required at the subscriber

station, even in the longest operable loops.

Because of the high impedance termination, loop current is insensitive

to circuit resistance. The loop padding rheostat is, therefore, adjusted

to build out the loop resistance to a standard \'alue and the amoimt of

loop current required for proper operation of the station teletypewriter

is obtained by varyhig the screen grid potential of the tetrode tubes.

Duplex Feature

In half-duplex operation, one dc loop at each channel teiminal serves

for both sending and receiving. The central office ertd of this loop is

connected to the grid of the sending triode and to the plates of the re-

ceiving tetrodes. If a marking signal is being received from the earlier

line while the teletypewriter contacts in the loop are closed, the receiving

tubes conduct, current flows in the loop and the teletypewriter in the

loop receives a marking signal. Under this condition the office end of

the loop is positive with respect to the cathode of the sending triode;

hence this tube passes a marking signal toward the carrier line. When a

spacing signal is received from the carrier hne the tetrodes are cut off,

the loop current is reduced practically to zero, the teletypewriter re-

ceives a spacing signal and the voltage at the office end of the loop be-

comes more positive. Hence a marking signal continues to be transmitted

to the line during the receipt of either mark or space signals from the

line.

When the subscriber opens the loop to send a spacing signal to the

distant terminal, the potential of the sending triode grid becomes nega-

tive with respect to its cathode, the tube cuts off and hence, as described

previously, a spacing frequency is passed to the ac line.

In full-duplex operation, two loops are provided at each channel

terminal to permit sending and receiving simultaneously. The grid of

the sending tube is disconnected from the plates of the tetrodes and

transferred to a resistive comiection which terminates the full-duplex

sending loop. The loop circuits operate in the same way as described

for half-duplex operation except that no break action is provided.
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Break Feature

When the subscriber opens the loop at the teletypewriter to break

transmission coming from the distant tenninal, a clean-cut space should

be transmitted to the line regardless of any incoming signals. The re-

sistor shunted between the plates and cathodes of the receiving tubes

causes the central office end of the open loop to assume the same potential

as the tetrode cathodes. Tliis in.sures that a steady spacing potential

will be applied to the send lulje even though the tetrodes are cut off

by an incoming space. This pioWdes a rapid, clean break. However, if

a large leakage exists across the loop conductors, the resistor will not be

able to keep the sending tul^e in a (^ut-ofT condition and a l)reak by the

subscriber will result in the incoming transmission being reflected in an
inverted condition to the distant carrier terminal. In such a case the

distant sending subscriber would be broken by a "bust-up" of local

copy or by operation of the keyboard break lock. This would normally

be caused only by a trouble condition in cable loops.

If a break signal is received over the line from the distant end while

the near end subscriber is sending, his loop current is reduced to prac-

tically zero. Tliis operates the keyboard break lock thus breaking the

subscriber. This circuit differs from the conventional loop circuit in

that the receipt of a break signal does not stop the outgoing signals

except via the break lock.

TELEGRAPH DISTORTION

On quiet circuits, total distortion per section averages 1 to 2 per cent

at 60 words per minute and about 5 per cent at 100 words per minute.

Plots of received signal distortion \'ersus level of received carrier are

shown on Fig. 6 for both signaling speeds.

EQUIPMENT FEATURES

The channel terminal employs a formed sheet-metal framework and
occupies a space 10^ inches high, 5j inches wide and 71 inches deep over-

all. Fig. 7 shows a 43A1 (channel terminal. It is plug-terminated, and
hence removable for maintenance or repair at a bench.

The basic portion of the clumnel terminal is common to all frequency

allocations. The oscillator network and send filter, which constitute the

elements determining the transmitted frequency, form a plug-termi-

nated sub-assembly 7^ inches liigh, of inches wide, and 1^ inches deep.

The receive filter and discriminator, wliich select the received frequency,

form a plug-terminated sub-assembly of the same size.
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Fig. 6—Telegrtiph distortion vs receiving level.

A rear vie\v of the channel terminal with the send frequency unit

removed is shown in Fig. 8. With both frequency units in place, the

rear of the channel terminal is almost completely enclosed. When they

are removed, the wiring and apparatus terminals of the basic channel

terminal are readily accessible for test and repair.

Tube sockets, potentiometers, test points, switches and the inductor

of the low-pass filter are mounted on the front panel. Small resistors,

capacitors, and germanium diodes are assembled on a plastic "ladder"

which is mounted vertically in the space between the fre(|uency units.

As shown in Fig. 9, three channel tei-minals may be mounted abreast

on a welded metal frame which is fastened to any of the standard bay

frameworks designed to acconunodate 19-inch mounting plates. The

unit mounting frame carries the multicontact receptacles into which the

channel terminals are plugged. Twenty-four channel terminals may be

mounted on an 11^-foot relay rack, with line coils and certain auxiliary

equipment.

Where arrangements for smtching between half and full-duplex opera-

tion are required, duplex .switches for a number of channel terminals

are mounted on a narrow plate between the channel terminal mounting

frameworks.

Loop rheostats, when required, may be mounted adjacent to the

channel terminals or in a loop pad bay along with other loop rheostats

that may be associated with electronic loop repeatei-s. The latter arrange-
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mcnt concentrates the heat dissipated by these rheostats at a place

where it will not he harmful.

Subscriber Set

A channel terminal may also be mounted in a Station set box appear-

ing in the knee-well of a .subscriber's teletypcwTiter table. This, called

a 130B1 teletypewriter subscrilser set, is illustrated in Fig. 10. It con-

tains a line or hybrid coil and balancing network, as well as local circuit

resistors and other miscellaneous apparatus. When so mounted, the

Fig. 7—Channel termiriaJ, front view.
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Fig. 9—-Three channel terminals mounted on relay rack.
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Fig. 10—130B1 tdletypewriter aiibaci'iber set including cliaanel terminal.

chiiunel terminal is powered by the teletypewriter rectifier, which fur-

nishes 130-volt dc and 20-volt ac power.

The 130B1 sot may be employed in private-line or TWX service.

In the latter, the application and removal of oscillator plate battery is

controlled as described above liy the teletypewriter power switch, so

tluit the equivalent of telephone ''.switch-hook" superWsion is attained.

Supervision and Iransmission are largely independent. The telegraph

recei\'ing circuit at the central office terminal remains marking during

recall and disconnect signals; hence these supervisory signals do not

pass through the cord-circuit repeater to the TWX toll line. Since there

is no frequency discrimination in the superWsory receiving circuit,

either marking or spacing carrier from the station energizes the super-

visory circuit. Hence a communication break (.spacing) signal from the

subscriber station is transmitted thi'ough the operator's cord \vithout

any effect on the supervdsion.

On a TWX call to the subscriber station, a series of alternate marks

and spaces, generated by applying 20-cycle ringing voltage to the grid
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of the sending tube at the central office terminal, actuates the station

ringer, which is connected to the local loop whenever the teletypewTiter

power switch is in the (^FF position.

The circuit which terminates the TWX toll subscriber line at the

switchboard office is operable wdth all existing types of TWX cord cir-

cuit repeater. All the features of TWX ser\ice, including unattended

service, are therefore available.

POWER DRAINS

A channel terminal dissipates about 25 watts. Tube heaters consume

about lialf an ampei-e at 24 volts and the remainder of the channel term-

inal, exclusive of its loop-terminating poi'tion, consumes 50 ma at 130

volts. The loop terminating portion dissipates 20, 30 or G2.5 ma at 80

volts, depending upon the type of local circuit employed.

LINE LEVELS

The 43A1 system is capable of working \vith a great variety of Hne

levels. The send level may be adjusted for any value from +6 dbm
downward. The receiving eciuipment operates satisfactorily with —45

dbm or even —50 dbm. But the levels actually used are controlled by

crosstalk and noise conditions in the line.

Receiving levels are normally limited by lightning interference on

open wire and by noise on cable circuits. The minimum tolerable levels

are about -40 dbm on open wire, -45 dbm on four-wire cable circuits

and —35 dbm on two-wire caV)Ie.

In Fig. 11, a comparison is made of the effects of static on the 43A1

system and on the 40C amplitude-modulation system. It gives the

results of simultaneous tests on the 24G5-cycle bands of the two systems,

using the static from u record made at Madison, Florida. The 43A1

channel could tolerate about 4 db stronger static than the 40C.

SYSTEM LAYOUTS

A typical (circuit layout of the 43A1 system working in the frequency

band between the voice and typc-C carrier on an open-wire line is shown

in Fig. 12. The telegraph circuits extend from 43A1 channel terminals

located in a central office, at the left, to 130B1 sets in subscriber stations,

at tlie right. In the central office, the send and receive paths of the chan-

nel terminal are combined in a hybrid coil. With the moderate degree of

balance provided by the network of this hybrid coil, the allowable dif-

ference between send and receive levels of the middle channel may be
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35 dh or more. The telegraph channels ai'c next combined with the voice

fretiuency circuit hy mean.s of a loO.\ lilter, and are connected to the

composite set and line througli the low-pass section of the V21A (type

-C) carrier line filter. A.'i a result of the cut-offs of the ir>OA high-pass

and r21A low-pass filter component.s, the pass band of the telegraph is

about 3.7 to 5.41ic. At the outlying terminal of the open-wire line, the

telegraph is separated from (he \'oice and type-C carriei- circuits by
similar filtei's and connected to tlie individual subscribe!' stations by a

branching network and branch lines.

The typical arrangement on a two-wire circuit in the voice fre(|uency

range is shown in Fig. 13. Six channels are available, using six of the

twelve frefiuency bands for transmission east to west and the other six

bands west to ea.st. As in the high tree |uency case, a branching network

and branch lines at the outlying end connect the ciiiuils lo the sub-

scribers. Fig. 14 shows a layout in which branch lines arc connected at

intermediate points in the telephone circuit. At these intermediate points

the impedance of the branching network is made high, in order to keep

the balance at the telephone repeater from being harmed excessively.

Though the network attenuates greatly the signals through it, the tele-

graph level is usually sufficiently high so that tliis loss can be tolerated.
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The branching network at the outlying terminal has low impedance.

Taps on the transformers in the network pennit the impedance ratios

to be adjusted to suit the hue impedances between which the network

operates. Shice several circuits may pass through this network, a short-

circuit on one branch should not be capable of degrading transmission

in the other branches. To prevent this, resistances are inserted in series

with each branch of such a value that a short chcuit mil not cause more

than 3 db excess loss in other channels. It has been shown by tests that,
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in this frequency-modulation system, a sudden loss of 3 db causes little

distortion. The series resistances may serve another purpose besides

protecting against short circuits. If one branch has a much greater at-

tenuation than the others, the resistance values in series with the shorter

branches may be increased so that more energy is directed into the longer

branch.

Emergency Circuils

If a circuit containing no intermediate branches fails, a regular mes-
sage circuit can be patched in to replace it until the trouble is cleared.

Fig. 15 shows trunks to be used for making this patch in the case of two-
wire circuits. They contain 3 db pads which reduce the signal level to

compensate for the change from db transmission level on the regular

line to -f 3 db level on the message circuit.

The 43A1 system may operate also over a four-wire circuit, which
accommodates twelve telegraph channels. A patch to an emergency mes-
sage circuit would then be made at the four-wire patch bay. Since the
circuit used for telegraph woukl usually be similar to those used for tele-

phone message service, no pads to adjust levels would be required for this
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patch. Obviously echo suppressors must be disabled when a message

circuit is used for telegraph.

When the telegraph circuit contains one or more branches at inter-

mediate points, it would be difficuh. and often impractical to use an

ordinary message circuit to replace the telegraph stem in emergen(des.

The branching location frequently will not be maimed and so no one

^\dll be a\-ailal)lc to patch the branch line to the mewsage circuit. In such

cases each intermediate branch circuit may be made good over a separate

message circuit which is individual to it. Fig. 16 shows this arrangement.

A patch trunk is provided between the 43AI channel terminal at the

central office and the telephone switchboard. At the switchboard which

is nearest to the intermediate branch subsciriber, the branch line is

43A1
CHANNEL
TERMINALS

SWiTCHBOARD SWITCHBOARD

Fig. 16—Emergency circuit for intermediate branch.

-vw

DIFFERENTIAL
LOOP REPEATER

Fig. 17-Coiinection to other telegraph repeaters.
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carried thi-ough ii cut-off jack. The toll operators then can patch the

circuit to the subscriber, thus by-passing the main line when it is in

trouble. Since the telegraph energy from only one channel is impressed

on the emergency circuit, no adjustment of levels is required.

The channel terminals which are at the central office, shown at the

left of Figs. 12 to 16, may be connected to subscribers over dc loops or

they may be connected to other types of telegraph repeaters. Fig. 17

indicates the latter connection schematically. Since the loop circuit must

supply positive potential to the 43A1 channel terminal, the connecting

repeater must be arranged to supply positive battery for marking signals.

FUTURE EXTENSIONS

It is expected that the field of application of the 43A1 system will be

broadened by further development over the next few years. More fre-

quencies will be pro\'ided, both in and above the voice band. Means will

he designed for passing TWX super\dsory signals over a direct-current

loop from a subscriber stiition to a channel terminal installed in a nearby

central office. The ljuilt-in supervisory arrangements of the 43A1 equip-

ment will be exploited to obtain inexpensive straightforward trunks

for use both between TWX switchboards and from switchboards to

Lino CouccutriLtiiig Units. The supervisory feature will also be employed

in private line service to provide an open circuit alarm.
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